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SYMBOLS
The process is self-Iperpetuating.
F(t)
The problem in this direct attack upon the diflerential equation of' motion has resolved itself into the solution of these integrals for a short to ai applied force F(t). Let y be the displace-time increment. Since the forcing function may ilent of the oscillator so that the diflerential be known only as a graphical function, as a dis- 
arbitrary function F(t) is dividrd into equal segments of time.* Figure 2 shows the rectangular where y, is the complementar) .-dution and y, step representation consisting of horizontal lines is the particular solution. This property of linear drawn through the mean value of the function equations will be shown to have some value in the over each increment h. Appendix A reviews two approximate solution of nonlinear equations.
(onmnon procedures for obtaining graphically the For the case under study the comnlplementary mean value of a function for a given increment. solution is well known and the lrtKh'lar solu-The equation of the function during each increis a I)uhamel integral (4). If v = */0w, the general ment is solution of Eq. (2) is
where F. is the mean value of F during the in-
The second method represents the curve by a and its scaled derivative v is straight line through the end Ixints across each increment as shown in Fig. 3 . The equation of the V = -yo sin wL + V0 cos wt function from to to too is IV F(t) =F. + so,
+
F(T) os w(t -T) dT (4b)
where So = F.., -Fi, and time begins at to.
where yo and ye are the initial values at t = to = 0. The third methoi Ef ap)proximatilg a Iunctioln
a(ross an incremhent is to pass a paraboila through
three sucessive mints. For example., Fig. 3 shows
three successive Ioiln1s on the (urve. namely.
F. ,, k., and F., i. The e(quation oI the parabola from t. t) s.., passing through these three lmints
on the curve is . .-S. ,=F..,-2F.+F.
+-' --sin 2(1cos) (la) and time again begins at t.. Note that S2 is nd the v.., = -y. sin 0 + v, cus 9 l uare( ol S. Eqjuation (7a) is used io represent the F.
S. ( I -cos 9)
( urve" during tle first increment of time, that is, + -sin 9 +k 0 lot a = 0. 
Everything is known on the right-hand side of
(0s oj(t -T)dT -w 8 8(T) (os w(t -T)dT.
Eqs. (22) scaled velxity, the same approach is used to find Everything which follows from this point is divi. retted toward desk calculator computations.
In the case of the parabolic averaging methThe recommended method of solution with a od, Eq. (25) shows the rear point y.-1, which must desk calculator is to use the mean value or average be known before iterating to find y.. 1. At the value of the variables in the &term during a given start of a problem where n = 0, y-, does not exist. finite increment. If this assumption is also exIt is suggested that the straight line average be tended to the forcing function, Eqs. (20) increment h, the first step of the solution depends upon the type of averaging method to be used for v.a, = -y. sin 9 + v. cos 9 the nonlinear terms. In the case of the straight line averaging method, the first trial value for s -s ye might be assumed; y, might be set equal to +ksin k sin 9 (26b) yt, or a Maclaurin series might be used to approximate y,. In any event, the first trial value of y, is where P. is the mean value of the forcing function substituted into the right-hand side of the nuand f. is the mean value of the curve shown in 
CfO
Forcing Functions
Foundation motion of structures is an important type of forcing function in the field of structural DISPLACEMENT dynamics. Such motion may be described as foundation acceleration, velkity, or displacement. In When the foundation velkity is the prescribed input, an 'interesting relationship is found for unknown yn,. As a first trial for finding y+,, the parabolic average of i to be used in the nufind f for y. and use this for f.. Substitute into inerical solution of Eq. (27). Consider the paraEq. (26a) to find a first trial of y.+. Now find bolic representation for foundation veloity and f. between y, and y., from Fig. 4b (28) liont equations. the input curve should be represettled by tile straight line method between points whiere Y, is thle absolute displacement of the mass.
6 and 7 insteadI of the paraboilic method due ito the Fhit parabolNlic average representation for z is disdotitinuits. at point 6. This comrpletes the solufoutnd for-ach increment fromi thle givetn curve. tion to step 7. The parabolic repiresentation may he used fromt this ponint to thle end of' the input
Step Changes in Input 4.
---,.sitp'+A os ph , (41b') is used to find the reslmnse x of the system, the where mean value of the terms in the 8 expression is used. For this case a < 1. so that the equations Figure 7a shows a two-degree-of-freedom system subjected to a transient foundation accelerak = 1440 lb/m. P = 720 lb/in.3 tion shown in Fig. 7b . There are two cubic hardening springs in the system with the following A time increment h = 0.X0028 sec is selected so force-displacement relationships: that 0 = 360 wh/2sr = 19.25 degrees. Referring to Fig. fib it is noted that twelve steps of this infie = ki, + ISxt, f , -k2X, + J92X|. crement arrive at t = 0.0336 sec and that the thirteenth step requires an h' = 0.(X)14 sec to complete the input of the system. The solution of
The equations of motion are the free vibrations from this point is based upon h = 0.0028 we.
,+ 2aiwil, + w 2 xl = -W181 (42a) Since the foundation velocity is the known input, whik the 8 expression calls for the foundation acceleration, the latter is approximated over i2 + 2aw2i2 + 64x, = -482 (42b) each short increment by the pmrabolic average method. That is, where
The paraboilic averaging method is used for the 
